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Hound/ed
 
 	Jason backed slowly towards the rear of the shed, grimmacing as his sneakers crunched the gravel floor. Each part of his body aching for relief, his lungs stung with each exhausted breath. He tried to peek through the wooden slats to catch a glimpse of his pursuer, but for the first time since the attack he could see nothing. Finally, he felt alone and unseen. How far had he ran? Was he safe?
	His hand bumped the side of a built-in table and he swore softly as the jumble of old tools jingled like tiny, flatly tuned bells. Involuntarily reaching out to silence the noise, his hand fell upon an old fish-gutting knife, cutting the side of his hand. He winced and drew the hand to his mouth to suck the wound. He dared let his eyes close and willed himself to calm down...
	The sound was like his granddad’s old brush-hog firing up, blades beginning to whirl under deisel power. A high whine above a low, gurgling drone. Jason’s eyes shot open and he reached again for the knife, snatching it up and holding its palm-oiled handle close to his chest, close to the big McKinney County ‘M’ on his dirty letter jacket. He crouched low to the ground like he’d learned at practice, ready to spring up and forward and through whatever it was that was making that god-awful noise as soon as it came around the corner.
	He tried to push thoughts out of his mind but couldn’t help recall what he had seen in the woods. After the hayride bonfire, he and Mary had finished a few beers and wandered into the woods. That’s when they found the strange hole in the ground and the humming that became that god-awful sound, and the blinding light. The next thing he had seen was Mary’s body suspended two feet off the ground and turned bone white. Jason tried to shield his eyes but watched between his fingers as the light grew bigger and brighter and spread over Mary like hot glass.
	Outside the shed, the sound grew louder. Bright light, like suddenly shining headlights, pierced the plank walls, sending white stripes across the rusting farm equipment. The light moved slowly, with purpose, steadily approaching the open garage door. Just as the creature was about to come through the door, Jason clenched all the muscles in his body, tightening like taught fishing wire. ‘Hut... hut... hike--’ he counted and pounced!
	Mary screamed from atop the tractor, its headlights temporarily blinding Jason as he rolled off of the corpse of the creature that had been hunting him. Still blinking, he felt the warm blood covering his hand as he released the knife, still buried in the thing’s now-gurgling corpse. He was nearly shaking, his skin blanched.
	“Jesus, Jason, what have you done?!” yelled his girlfriend. The thrumming of the tractor engine came to an abrupt stop.
	He blinked hard, regaining his composure. He rolled over and up onto his feet and looked down at Officer Brandenberg, whose body was dying at his feet.
	“Goddamnit!” Jason yelled as he jumped backwards. He turned and nearly fell over again as the strength in his legs seemed to drain into the ground. Holding himself up by his knees, he wretched. Soon he felt Mary’s presence behind him.
	“What the hell happened out there,” he asked, unable to look back at her even as she pressed a hand to his shoulder.
	“We must feed,” she said.
	“What the hell?” Jason spun as best he could, his temples pounding.
	“Why do you resist us?” Mary said as her eyes shone bright white.
	As if coming from inside his own head, Jason heard the sound again, the real sound. His muscled clenched and the breath left his lungs. Worst of all, he felt his body begin to lift from the ground as he had seen Mary’s float before. He tried to shut his eyes but could not.
	“We must feed,” Mary said. “We will take what is ours.”
	Light filled Jason’s eyes, overwhelming and searing.
	“And you, Jason. You are mine.”

Overview

 Hound/ed is a horror story game for two players. In it, one player plays a terrifying entity (the Hound) which is pursuing a person played by the second player (the Hounded). Part of the game is establishing the nature of the Hound and its reason for pursuing the Hounded.

This is a two-player game suited for bringing inexperienced players into RPGs. Having explicit instructions on the cards minimizes learning time.
Preparation
 There are two separate small decks of cards, one for the Hound and one for the Hounded. Each player shuffles their deck into a draw pile, and draws the top 3 cards into their hand.

Also, a sheet of paper is placed between the players (from now on called the “central sheet”) for writing down each character’s attributes and other information regarding the story including locations explored.

Start Of Play
Play will begin with a back-and-forth process of coming up with attributes that establish the Hound and the Hounded. Players should work together to come to agreements for attributes that they both enjoy. The system is meant to assist the players in creating their world and characters collaboratively; however, the central fear and four character attributes can be determined in any way that makes sense and is satisfactory to both players.

First, players should agree who is to play the Hound and who the Hounded. If they can’t agree, the taller player should be the Hound. The Hounded then suggests a fear which will be the central fear of the game and writes it down on the central sheet. This fear may be fear for an external source (e.g. spiders or fire) or an internalized fear (e.g. fear for madness or solitude). He or she then thinks of one special power which exploits or enhances this fear and writes it down on the central sheet with on the side of the Hound. 

The Hound then writes down a weakness for his character (which may be centered around the central fear, but doesn't have to be). Again, this weakness may be internal (e.g. weak as hell, dumb as an ox or a social retard), but also external (e.g .no access to resources or a captured loved one). Keep in mind that the abilities of the Hound may be powerful, but they should only be able to influence the environment locally.

For the Hounded, the Hound decides upon a help which will aid him or her in combating the central fear, again either internal or external. Against e.g. fire, the Hounded may have a fire blanket, while against madness he or she may have a close friend to talk to. In general, this help should be useful, but unable to defeat the fear by itself. The Hounded will gain another attribute, a drive. This is a disposition or desire of the Hounded’s that will put them in conflict with the Hound. In other words, it establishes the quality of the Hounded that drives them to be the hero (or more likely victim) in this story. This could be internal (naive curiosity) or external (wanting to save a loved one).

Next, the Hound’s player writes down one item or location which is vital or sacred to the Hound, and writes down one word or sentence describing why this is so. The Hounded creates an ally in a similar fashion. These attributes are not in play at the beginning of the game. Rather, they become available to players as the result of certain cards coming into play. For example, discovering the Hound’s item or location can give the Hounded important information regarding their foe. Conversely, if the Hound discovers or uncovers their item/location they may be able to gain a new power. The Hounded can get help from their ally, but the Hound can also use this ally against the Hounded somehow. Importantly, the Hounded can sacrifice their ally to avoid gaining a condition (i.e., prevent an attack from hitting them).

Last, the players then decide upon a starting location. It is a location which was chosen by the Hound to attack the Hounded.


Summary of Character Creation
	 Hound player suggests central fear.
	 Hounded player suggests the Hound’s power.
	 Hound player suggests Hound’s weakness.
	 Hound player suggests Hounded’s aid.
	 Hounded player suggests Hounded’s drive.
	 Hound player suggests Hound’s item or location
	 Hounded player suggests Hounded’s ally.
	 Players decide on a starting location.


Example
 
Remko is going to play the Hound, while Natasja is playing the Hounded. Because she is playing the Hounded, Natasja decides on the game’s central fear and the special power of the Hound. She decide on “spiders” as the fear and describes the Hound’s power as “eight hairy legs.” Remko considers the Hound’s weakness and picks “fire.”

With the central fear established and the power and weakness of the Hound determined, it is time to learn about the Hounded. Remko, the Hound’s player, picks the Hounded’s aid. He could connect this directly to the Hound’s weakness, but decides not to. Instead of suggesting a “lighter” or “gas can” (or something similarly associated with fire), he suggests that the Hounded’s aid is actually “an old, rusty axe.” 

“What is it about your character that gets them caught up in the middle of all this,” he then asks. Natasja replies with a grin, “Let’s say that he’s a bored-with-life slacker on his first day of work as an exterminator. But he’s in way over his head.”



 
Sequence of Play
 Once the initial statements are made by each player, regular play alternates starting with the Hounded. 

One each player’s turn:
	The acting player draws 2 cards from the draw pile to their hand
	The acting player describes the events leading to the Action
	The acting player plays an Action card if they are able, otherwise they Pass or may move to another location. In the latter case, describe how you find out about the new location of your adversary or describe the surroundings of your new location. Why did you choose this location? Is it of importance to your character or does it have strategic advantages?
	If the other player has a Response card in hand appropriate to the Action card, they may play it, but are not required to
	The acting player discards down to a hand limit of 6? cards.


Actions and Responses normally go to the discard pile of the player who plays them. Once the draw pile is depleted, reshuffle the discard pile back to the draw pile.

In general, any action requiring a trait or a power can only be created at the same location as the opponent (unless the card says otherwise). 

Most cards require the acting player to describe something. Be bold and creative here; this is the true core of the game, not the mechanical outcome of the card play.   Certain cards specify that a player must take or clear a Condition. To take a Condition, you mark its box with a pencil; to clear it, you erase the mark. 

The Hounded player has 5 possible Conditions. They are: 
☐ Exhausted
☐ Terrified
☐ Injured
☐ Desperate
☐ Dead

The Hound player has 5 possible Conditions. They are:
☐ Damaged
☐ Angered
☐ Slowed
☐ Confused
☐ Dead 

Sometimes a choice of Conditions is offered (e.g. “You may Clear any 1 Condition”), and sometimes not (e.g. “The Hound Takes the Condition: Angered”). If you are given a choice of Conditions to take, you must take one if you can. If you already have Terrified marked, and a card says you must take Terrified or Injured, you must take Injured. 

Sometimes, a card requires a certain power. If a power is altered or lost, place a cross in front of it to indicate this. Simply remove the cross if the power is retrieved.

When either player takes the Dead condition, the game is over; the non-Dead player wins. 

The Cards
The Hounded player has more ways to Clear Conditions, but fewer ways to inflict them on the Hound. The Hound has more ways to inflict Conditions, and fewer ways to Clear them. 

The cards I’ve defined so far are insufficient for a complete game. A suggestion for playtesting: 
	Pad the decks to 20 cards each with blanks
	Each player must play at least three non-blank cards before playing blanks
	After that, let players write new card descriptions on the blanks in the spirit of those already written.  


Hound Deck

Catch up (Action). Requires at least one power. Describe how your power allows you to catch up with the Hounded even though you shouldn’t have been able to. If you weren't in the same location, both of you now are. If not countered, the Hounded takes the Condition Desperate. 
	Uncanny Senses (Response). Describe how you know where the Hounded is hiding. Counters A Hiding Place. 
	Nowhere Is Safe (Response). Describe how, using the negative trait of the Hounded, enabled you to make a safe place suddenly very unsafe. Counters Respite or Sanctuary, but may only be used while the Hounded has no Ally.
	Direct hit (Action). Describe your attack. This may be either a direct attack. If not countered, the Hounded takes the Condition Injured.
	A Cunning Trap (Action). Describe how you devise a trap for the Hounded, using materials from your current location. Place this card before you. If your opponent uses a Response card, you may use this card to cancel it. Describe how your trap intervenes with the attempt of the Hounded to counter your action.
	Vicious (Action). Describe your attack, using either a power or the weakness of your opponent. If not countered, the Hounded takes one Condition of their choice.
	Try Harder, Try Again (Response). Requires at least one power. Describe how the Hounded’s effort fails by using a power. Counters any action that would give the Hound a Condition. 
	It’s Not Possible (Action). Describe the impossible thing the Hound does. The Hounded takes the condition Terrified or writes down a negative trait reflecting the Hound's immense action.
	You're on your own (Action). May only be played when the Hounded is Exhausted or Desperate. Describe how you locate the Ally while your opponent is weak and make a vicious attack. Cross of the Ally. 
	Inspire Fear (Action). Requires two negative traits with the Hounded and at least one power. Describe how your incredible presence and the mistakes made by the Hounded inspire a feeling of awe with the Hounded. The opponent takes two conditions. 
	The Ritual (Action). Requires your Item. Describe how you partake in a solo ritual using the Item and how it invigorates you. This ritual must be at a new location. Describe this location. Retrieve your original power or remove a negative trait of your choice.
	Insightful (Response). Requires a negative trait with your opponent. Describe how you use your opponent's weakness to counter your opponent's attack. Counter any Action causing a Condition.
	Mutate (Action). Describe how your original power has changed. Cross out your original power and write down a new power. Must be played if you have this in your hand.


Hounded Deck

A Vehicle (Action). May only be played when you have the Ally. Describe a vehicle or other conveyance you used to evade the Hound. If not countered, you may clear the Exhausted Condition.
	A Hiding Place (Action). Describe where and how you tried to hide from the Hound. If not countered, you may clear the Desperate Condition and move to a new location. 
	A Weapon (Action). Describe a weapon you tried to use against the Hound. If not countered, the Hound takes one Condition of their choice or a Negative Trait which reflects the damage done. If you stole and use the Item, the Hound takes two Conditions of their choice (or one Condition and a Negative Trait).
	Flight (Response). Describe how you fled from the Hound, retreating to another location. Describe the new location. Counter any Hound action that would give you a Condition. 
	Comprehension (Action). Describe something horrifying you have realized about the Hound. Take either the Terrified or the Desperate Condition. You have to play this card if it’s your only Action!
	Thievery (Action). May only be played when at the same location. Requires a positive trait. Describe how you manage to take the Item using your trait, but also how it corrupts you. Take the Exhausted Condition.
	True Nature (Action). Requires either the Terrified or the Desperate Condition and the Hound having a negative trait. Your Fear enables you to understand the true nature of your foe. Together with the Hound, describe this true nature. Then, describe how this knowledge enables you to backstab your opponent, removing his Power. If you only have one of the two above mentioned Conditions, you now have both Conditions.
	Respite (Action). May only be played when alone at a location. Describe how you find time and space to recover a bit. If not Countered, you may clear any Condition of your choice. 
	First Aid (Action). Describe how you get patched up. If not Countered, you may clear the Injured Condition.
	Inspired (Action). May only be played if the Hound doesn't have a Power. Describe what gives you the strength to survive and fight. Clear up to two Conditions of your choice and draw an extra card. Cannot be Countered.
	Sanctuary (Action). Describe where you go for support and shelter. If not Countered, clear a Condition of your choice. If Countered, take one Condition of your choice. 
	Distraction (Response). May only be played while the Hound has a negative trait. Describe what distracts the Hound. Counters any Hound Action that would give you a Condition. 
	The Plan (Action). Describe your plan. Take any two cards from your discard pile into your hand. Your description must reflect the two cards you have taken.
	Trap (Action). Describe the trap you set for the Hound. If not countered, the Hound must take any one Condition.  



